The challenging task of enumerating blasts in the bone marrow.
Enumeration of blasts in the bone marrow is critical for diagnostic, prognostic, and therapeutic response evaluation in myelodysplastic syndromes, myeloproliferative neoplasms and acute leukemias. However, few studies have examined the accuracy and precision of marrow blast counting using standard microscopic procedures. In our study, 4 experienced hematopathologists evaluated blast percentages in marrow using either differential counts on aspirate smears or visual estimates on CD34-stained trephine biopsies. Results of an independent observer's manual counts of individual labeled and unlabeled cells performed on high resolution digital images of CD34-stained trephine biopsies were designated as the "Digital Reference." Hematopathologists' blast counts showed excellent interobserver reproducibility, but the counts in smears and trephine biopsies correlated poorly with each other. Compared to the Digital Reference, both smear and trephine evaluations showed positive bias and high variability. The biopsy showed less variability but higher positive bias relative to the smears, indicating that counts were overestimated more in the hematopathologists' biopsy evaluation. Flow cytometric counts correlated well with the Digital Reference, and cases with high blast count generally showed worse cytogenetic findings. Our results demonstrate the need for better counting methods if significant decisions are made based on microscopic enumeration of blasts. Further efforts should be made to develop markers to better define blast cells and perhaps incorporate automated digital imaging technologies to enumerate them. Also, consideration should be given to quantifying blasts per marrow area in biopsies instead of per nucleated cells.